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[1] An alternative approach to conventional planetary terrain analysis is proposed.
Martian terrains, represented by topography based on the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimetry
(MOLA) data, are represented as a series of drainage basins, regardless of the historical
presence or absence of actual fluid flow. A fractal analysis of each drainage network,
computationally extracted from an underlying terrain, yields a network descriptor, a list of
four numbers that describes the traits of a network. Network descriptors are used for a
quantitative characterization and classification of Martian surfaces. We have extracted and
analyzed 387 drainage networks from 74 Martian locations, representing all major epochs
and geological units, to investigate whether their network descriptors are capable of
differentiation between different epochs and geological units. We have found that our
approach can distinguish morphologically different terrains, but only in a statistical sense.
In particular, the method could be used to measure the degree of surface cratering and thus
the age of the surface. In addition, for surfaces that are not heavily cratered the method is
capable of distinguishing between different geological units. We have found no global
trends in the character of Martian drainage networks; their network descriptors show no
systematic dependence on location or elevation. Our analysis reveals that all Noachian
surfaces grouped in the Npld geological unit have very similar network descriptors,
regardless of prominence and integration of their visible fluvial features. The comparison
between statistical description of Npld and terrestrial drainage networks shows overall
similarities, but also some marked differences. Because of these differences, the notion of
sustained rainfall on Mars during the Noachian epoch is inconsistent with our findings, but
a limited rainfall is compatible with our results. INDEX TERMS: 3250 Mathematical Geophysics:

Fractals and multifractals; 1824 Hydrology: Geomorphology (1625); 1848 Hydrology: Networks; 5415

Planetology: Solid Surface Planets: Erosion and weathering; 6225 Planetology: Solar System Objects: Mars;
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1. Introduction

[2] Morphology of Martian landscapes is of great interest
because it helps to identify physical processes responsible for
the presently observable topography. For example, some
portions of the Martian surface show features reminiscent
of terrestrial river networks, possibly formed by rainfall-fed
fluvial erosion [Pieri, 1980; Carr and Clow, 1981; Craddock
and Maxwell, 1993]. The positive identification of rainfall-
fed fluvial erosion as the mechanism responsible for the
observed topographical features is important inasmuch as it
would indicate an existence of the warm period inMars’ past.

[3] Traditionally, the descriptive morphology has been
used to study and categorize different types of Martian
landscapes. Using natural language to characterize land-
scapes was dictated by the fact that the raw data were
provided in the form of images, and because landscapes are
complex objects that are hard to describe in terms of a
quantitative and formalized system. Currently, the Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data can be utilized to
provide a full topographical description of any given
Martian terrain. Digital elevation models (DEMs) con-
structed from the MOLA data are suitable for a quantitative
analysis. A DEM is a regular rectangular grid of sites for
which elevations are assigned. In order to be useful, the
quantitative analysis of a terrain, as represented by a DEM,
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requires an extensive ‘‘compression’’ of the data so the
result has a relatively simple interpretation and can be used
for characterization and categorization of a given terrain.
Note that the traditional, qualitative morphology also uses
massive ‘‘data compression’’ as only the global character of
what appears in an image, and not the total content of all the
individual pixels, is reflected in a description.
[4] We propose that a drainage network, overlaying a

given terrain, constitutes a convenient compression of the
entire topographical information contained in this terrain.
Although the network does not uniquely determine the
terrain, it nevertheless, reflects its general character. Thus
we submit that a quantitative comparison of drainage net-
works is tantamount to a quantitative comparison of land-
scapes. It is important to stress that a ‘‘drainage network’’
can be computationally extracted from any terrain, includ-
ing terrains that never experienced any real flow. Recently,
Stepinski et al. [2002] applied this idea to show that
drainage networks extracted from Martian, terrestrial, and
lunar landscapes are all statistically different from each
other. Drainage networks from a particular planet have
characteristic properties that reflect the morphology of an
underlying landscape and thus the physical process respon-
sible for this morphology. Terrestrial networks carry prop-
erties that can be assigned to the process of rainfall-fed
fluvial erosion, while lunar networks carry properties that
can be assigned to the process of erosion by bombardment.
Selected Martian networks studied by Stepinski et al. [2002]
have their own characteristic properties interpreted as aris-
ing from the mixture of fluvial erosion and bombardment.
[5] Comparative geomorphology of landscapes based on

the Drainage Network Analysis (DNA) constitutes an algo-
rithmic, quantitative, and objective method that supple-
ments traditional, descriptive method and may provide
new insights. The purpose of this paper is to study the
suitability of the DNA method for various problems in
Martian geomorphology. We concentrate exclusively on
Martian landscapes. In particular, we are interested whether
the DNA method is sensitive to the age of the terrain and
whether it can recognize geological units.

2. Methods

[6] The input data for our analysis are from a DEM of a
Martian landscape. The DNA method consists of two
stages, obtaining a drainage network and then analyzing
it. A drainage network is computationally extracted from a
DEM using an algorithm developed for studies of terrestrial
river basins [Tarboton et al., 1989]. As the first step, the
algorithm modifies the DEM by making it ‘‘drainable’’ by
‘‘flooding’’ all pits in the digital representation of the
terrain. Terrestrial terrains are naturally drainable, so
flooded pits are usually data anomalies. However, Martian
surfaces contain natural pits, such as craters. The flooding
converts craters into ‘‘lakes,’’ and the topographical infor-
mation inside the craters is lost. However, because ‘‘lakes’’
drain in a very specific, algorithm assigned pattern, the
DNA method readily identifies cratered surfaces. In the
second step, each site in the modified DEM is assigned a
drainage pointer to a neighbor site in the direction of the
steepest slope. Using drainage directions, the total contrib-
uting area, a, is calculated for each site in a DEM. This

quantity is the total number of sites draining into a given
site, and is also a measure of the flow rate through that site.
Finally, the drainage network is defined as collection of sites
with a � ach. In the context of terrestrial hydrology ach is a
proxy for a minimum flow that causes channelization and its
value can be determined objectively [Tarboton et al., 1991].
However, in our present context ach is a free parameter, a
drainage network extends to smaller scales for smaller
values of ach. In hydrology getting the right value of ach
is important because the goal is to get an extracted network
to be as close as possible to the actual river network. In our
DNA method a network is a compact representation of a
landscape and no specific value of ach is preferred. It turns
out that extracted networks have all fractal geometry, and
thus their properties are scale-invariant, at least for some
range of ach values. In our calculations we use ach = 60.
[7] An extracted network has a spanning tree geometry

and terminates in an outlet. The branching hierarchy of a
network is described by the Horton-Strahler order denoted
by � (see Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo [1997] and Dodds
and Rothman [2000] for details). Extensive phenomenolog-
ical studies [Horton, 1945; Hack, 1957; Tarboton et al.,
1988] of terrestrial drainage networks (representing land-
scapes evolved by rainfall-fed fluvial erosion) showed that
their structure is fractal [Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo,
1997; Rinaldo et al., 1998]. All of the networks we have
extracted from Martian landscapes are also fractals as
corroborated by power law distributions of several drainage
quantities (see below).
[8] The second stage of our DNA method is to categorize

fractal networks, using methods originally developed for
terrestrial hydrology [Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997;
Rinaldo et al., 1998]. We describe networks in terms of
probability distribution functions (PDFs) of drainage quan-
tities defined at any point S on a network. Such a statistical
description has an advantage of exposing the universality of
drainage networks. Two networks extracted from landscapes
of the same origin may ‘‘look’’ very different, but their
statistical properties are similar. Such an universality has
been demonstrated for a number of artificially constructed
landscapes (see Dodds and Rothman [2000] for a review)
and for terrestrial river networks. Thus, in our DNA method
the statistics of drainage quantities constitute the fingerprints
of a landscape. Following Stepinski et al. [2002], we
describe the network by statistical properties of the follow-
ing drainage quantities: a, a previously defined total con-
tributing area at S; l, length of the longest upstream path
starting from S; and e, dissipated potential energy, a product
of the flow and the elevation rise along a segment of the
network terminating at S. Empirical cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) of these quantities, plotted on the loga-
rithnic scale, exhibit linear dependence over significant
portions of quantities’ ranges. This indicate that the PDFs
of these quantities are power laws, P(a) / a�(1+t), P(l) /
l�(1+g), P(e) / e�(1+b), and a given network can be statisti-
cally characterized by the power law indices t, g, and b.
[9] The indices t and g pertain to the planar character of

the network, while b pertains to the vertical structure of the
network. Comparing two networks with t1 > t2, the first
network has a higher proportion of small to large sub-
basins; thus it is organized in a more hierarchical fashion.
Similar interpretation can be given to the relative values of
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g and b. Note that t and g are not independent. It is intuitive
to expect that regardless of the character of a network, the
length of a given basin’s main stream l and a basin area a
are related. Assuming that such a relation can be described
as l / ah, it can be shown [Dodds and Rothman, 2000] that
t/g = h. In principle the value of h may change from one
network to another, but for terrestrial networks, the value of
h is approximately the same for all networks (hterr � 0.6)
and the relation l / ah, one of the commonest empirical
laws in geomorphology, is called Hack’s law [Hack, 1957].
The existence of Hack’s law reflects an organization of a
landscape in response to an erosive mechanism: rainfall-fed
fluvial erosion. A high correlation between t and g for
networks extracted from a Martian terrain would also
indicate landscape organization in reaction to a single,
predominate erosion mechanism. In addition, the value of
h close to hterr suggests (but does not prove) that the
landscape organizing mechanism is the rainfall-fed fluvial
erosion. To calculate values of t, g, and b for a given
network, we construct empirical CDFs of quantities a, l, and
e, respectively, using their values at the nodes of the
network. Values of the exponents t, g, and b are estimated
by a least-squares power law fit to the respective empirical
CDFs. The quality of the fit is very good for distributions of
t and g, with a typical value of reduced c2 equal to 0.5. The
quality of the fit for distribution of b is fair with a typical
value of reduced c2 equal to 1.0.
[10] In addition, a drainage density, D, is defined for a

sub-basin terminating at S and measures the average area
drained per unit length of stream. Because in the DNA
method the extent of a network depends on an assumed
value of ach, we cannot unambiguously calculate the value
of D, however we can calculate r, the ratio of the mean to
the dispersion of the random variable D. The quantity r
measures the uniformity of D and is independent from the
assumed value of ach. Large values of r indicate high
uniformity of D. A basin characterized by a high value of
r contains a homogeneous terrain, that usually (but not
always) is a highly eroded surface. Small value of r
characterizes a basin with an uneven drainage density and
usually points to a rough, uneroded terrain. The value of r is
calculated directly from the data at the nodes of the network.
[11] A morphology of a given network, and thus the

morphology of an underlying landscape, can be encapsulated
in a list, A, of four numbers A = (t, g, b, r) which we call the
network descriptor. In our study several networks are
extracted from a landscape of interest and the network
descriptor, A, is calculated for every network. The goal of
the DNA method is to use the network descriptor as a
quantitative and objective tool to characterize and categorize
Martian landscapes, and to link, in a statistical sense, the
nature of a surface to the process by which it has formed.

3. Data

[12] In order to sample a wide range of Martian land-
scapes, we have chosen 74 locations from around the
Martian globe to represent all three major epochs and
16 geological units, as identified by Scott and Carr
[1977]. In addition, care was taken to select terrains from
a wide range of latitudes and elevations. The topography of
the terrains was extracted from the MOLA global topo-

graphic model grid [Smith et al., 2001], which currently has
resolution of 1/128 degree in both latitude and longitude.
Topography data were projected into a rectilinear coordinate
system and assigned to 500-m square bins using the
‘‘surface’’ adjustable tension continuous curvature gridding
algorithm of the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) software
package [Wessel and Smith, 1991]. Together, the analyzed
areas cover �3% of the Martian surface, and the sampled
geological units are representative of �50% of the planet.
Using these DEMs, we have extracted 387 drainage net-
works spanning basins with the combined area of �1.5% of
the Martian surface. For each network a number of proper-
ties was calculated including the network descriptor A,
creating a database to be used in our analysis.
[13] Extracted Martian networks span basins ranging in

size from 2.5 � 104 km2 with the drainage network of
7879 links having a Horton-Strahler order of � = 6, to 4.0 �
102 km2 with the drainage network of just 13 links having
Horton-Strahler order of � = 2. There are 152 networks
extracted from Noachian surfaces, 145 from Hesperian, and
89 from Amazonian. Network outlets are chosen randomly,
but in the cases where a landscape has a visual valley
networks, an extracted network follows it closely.

4. Terrains of Different Ages

[14] We investigate whether the DNA method is capable
of distinguishing between terrains of different ages. All
extracted networks have been divided into three age-related
categories, Noachian, Hesperian, and Amazonian. For each
category we have estimated the PDFs of t, g, b, and r, using
the method described by Gershenfeld [1999]. Figure 1
shows the result. It appears that networks quantities from
different Martian epochs are, nevertheless, distributed in a
very similar fashion. All quantities have a gaussian-like
distributions with respective values of the mean and the
standard deviation that are given in Table 1. Comparing the
average values of A does not provide a clear statistical
distinction between different Martian epochs, the way it
provided a distinction between terrestrial, lunar, and Mar-
tian surfaces in the study by Stepinski et al. [2002].
[15] In addition to calculating the distributions of indi-

vidual components of A, we have also investigated the
overall distribution of A in a four-dimensional space. The
network descriptor A is divided into two subsets, (t, g) and
(r, b). Such a split is warranted because the first pair, (t, g),
ties together the two planar characteristics of the network.
The remaining pair, (r, b), combines quantities that pertain
to the degree of a potential fluvial erosion of a surface.
[16] Figure 2 shows the t � g and r � b diagrams for

networks extracted from Noachian, Hesperian, and Amazo-
nian terrains, respectively. Comparing t � g diagrams for
different epochs it is clear that a correlation between t and g
sharply increases for progressively younger terrains. For
networks extracted from Noachian terrains the correlation
coefficient for t and g is rNoach = 0.25, but for networks
extracted from Hesperian terrains rHes = 0.61, and for
networks extracted from Amazonian terrains rAm = 0.7.
Therefore the degree of correlation between t and g appears
to be an indicator of surface age.
[17] We explain this trend as follows. For Martian surfa-

ces, the crater count provides a measure of the age of a
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surface, older surfaces being more cratered than the younger
ones. In a collection of networks with outlets chosen at
random locations, extracted from a heavily cratered surface,
some networks happen to incorporate a crater (or multiple
craters), while others happen to avoid any craters. Because
planar characters of networks depend on the embodiments
of craters into their structures, the extracted networks have a
broad range of properties resulting in a low correlation
between t and g. On the other hand, networks extracted
from a surface with a low crater count are not likely to pass
through craters, thus their properties are not subject to
perturbations caused by the random embodiment of craters.
In such a case the scatter in network properties is only due
to intrinsic variations in a erosional process, and, as dis-
cussed in section 2, a high correlation between t and g is
expected.
[18] We fit a linear relation to (t, g) data; the best fits are

indicated by dashed lines in Figure 2. The inverse of the
best-fit line’s slope can be associated with an index h in
‘‘Hack’s law’’ (see section 2). We have obtained hNoach =
1.35, hHes = 0.52, and hAm = 0.48. However, a validity of a
linear fit approximation, and thus an existence of single,
universal value of h for all networks in a sample, holds only
for the data where t and g are significantly correlated. Thus
the Noachian data are too scattered to be described satis-
factorily by a single value of h, whereas a single value of
h makes sense for the Amazonian data. In cases where it is
well defined, the parameter h controls a shape of drainage
basin relative to a shape of its component sub-basins. For h =
0.5 a basin and its sub-basins have all the same shape (in a
statistical sense), for h > 0.5 a basin has a more elongated
shape than its sub-basins, and for h < 0.5 the sub-basins are
more elongated than a parent basin. A familiar structure of
terrestrial drainage basins, with basins more elongated than
their sub-basins, corresponds to hterr � 0.6. Interestingly,
hAm � 0.5 points to a fundamental difference between
internal organizations of terrestrial and Amazonian drainage
basins, and thus to a different origin of these surfaces.
[19] In r � b diagrams, b is an index in the power law

distribution of quantity e, an energy expenditure per unit
length of a link. The sum of e over all links in a network is
the total energy dissipation in the network. One approach to
study terrestrial river networks, so-called optimal channel
networks models [Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1992], assumes
that the total energy dissipation is minimized by natural

landscape evolution (due to rainfall-fed erosion). Indeed,
such models produce networks that reproduce closely the
actual river networks, having a power law distribution of e
with an index of bterr � 0.9. As evident from Figure 1 there
is not much difference in distribution of b between networks
extracted from Noachian, Hesperian, and Amazonian ter-
rains. In all cases hbi � 0.7, although there is a wide range
of individual values of b. It is interesting that the distribu-
tion of e in Martian networks is indeed a power law, albeit
with an average index smaller than bterr. In the terrestrial
context, the power law distribution of e is interpreted as a
manifestation that an evolving landscape self-organized
itself into a critical state in which the energy is dissipated
at all length scales. Arguably, Martian landscapes are also
self-organized, however, the lower value of b indicates
either a different mechanism of self-organization, or lack
of critical state.
[20] Analysis of r � b diagrams (bottom row on Figure 2)

reveal a weak negative correlation (r � �0.2) between r and
b for Noachian and Hesperian networks, but no correlation
for Amazonian networks. Overall, r � b diagrams, unlike
the t � g diagrams, cannot be used as indicators of surface
age. The average value of quantity r itself shows a certain
systematic increase with decreasing surface age (see both
Figures 1 and 2). This is caused by the decreasing craters
count for younger surfaces. A drainage basin that embodies
craters is naturally irregular and is not expected to have a
high uniformity of its drainage density. For old surfaces
many networks incorporate craters and the average value of
r is relatively lower. However, the differences in the values
of hri between different epochs are smaller than uncertain-
ties associated with those values, so using values of hri for
age determination does not appear to be practical.

5. Terrains in Different Geological Units

[21] The Martian surface is divided into geological units,
terrains with common morphological features. We have

Figure 1. Distributions of values of individual drainage quantities constituting the network descriptor
for Martian terrains of different ages. The panels from left to right show PDFs of t, g, b, and r,
respectively. Short-dashed curves correspond to Noachian terrains, solid curves to Hesperian terrains, and
long-dashed curves to Amazonian terrains.

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations of A for Terrains of

Different Ages

Epoch t g b r

Noachian 0.43 ± 0.07 1.00 ± 0.22 0.70 ± 0.22 2.29 ± 0.42
Hesperian 0.44 ± 0.07 0.93 ± 0.23 0.71 ± 0.24 2.37 ± 0.44
Amazonian 0.46 ± 0.06 0.90 ± 0.18 0.72 ± 0.24 2.60 ± 0.47
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investigated whether the DNA method is capable of dis-
tinguishing between such units within a given epoch.

5.1. Noachian Geological Units

[22] Of 152 networks extracted from Noachian surfaces,
101 came from just three geological units. These units are:
Npl1, Nplr, and Npld. The Npl1 is the most widespread
highland unit with high density of craters, sparse distribu-
tion of channels, and small ridges. The Nplr is the ridged
unit, moderately to heavily cratered terrain containing wide,
long ridges. The Npld is the dissected unit, similar in
appearance to the Npl1 unit but highly dissected by (visible)
networks and small channels (all geological interpretations
of the geological units are after Tanaka and Scott [1987]).
There are 28 networks extracted from terrains contained in
the Npl1 unit, 31 form the Nplr unit, and 42 from the Npld
unit. The remaining 51 Noachian networks are spread over
several additional geological units, small number of net-
works in each of these units make them unsuitable for
statistical analysis.
[23] The average values and standard deviations of Noa-

chian network descriptors are given in Table 2. These
average values of A are not significantly different from
each other and from hAiNoach. Thus comparing the average
values of A does not provide distinction between different
geological units. Instead, some level of distinction is pro-
vided by the degree of correlation between t and g. Figure 3
shows the t � g and r � b diagrams for networks extracted
from Npl1, Nplr, and Npld geological units, respectively.
For networks extracted from Npl1 terrains the t � g

correlation coefficient is rNpl1 = 0.27, for networks extracted

from Nplr terrains rNplr = �0.17, and for networks extracted
from Npld terrains rNpld = 0.41.
[24] The Npld networks are distinguished from the rest by

significantly higher value of r and higher value of hri. It is
particularly interesting because the Npld terrains are as
heavily cratered as the Npl1 terrains, and yet their networks
are more ‘‘regular’’ as indicated by more uniform drainage
density and apparent adherence to ‘‘Hack’s law.’’ Thus our
DNA analysis reveals that the difference between the Npld
and the Npl1 terrains is not limited to a presence of visible
channel networks, but extends to an extra organization of
the entire landscape.
[25] The presence of visible channel networks invites

comparison between the Npld and terrestrial terrains.
Figure 4 shows an example of approximately 200 km by
200 km of Npld terrain in the region of Locras Valles. The
channel networks are clearly visible in this visual repre-
sentation of MOLA topographic data (the left panel on
Figure 4). The extracted drainage network of � = 5 and
385 links closely follows the channel features (the right
panel on Figure 4). This provides a further support that
what is observed constitutes an actual drainage network. The

Figure 2. The network descriptors, A, for Noachian (left column), Hesperian (middle column), and
Amazonian (right column) terrains. The panels in the top row show t � g diagrams that relate the two
planar characteristics of the networks. The dashed line represents the best linear fit to the data, and r is the
correlation coefficient. The panels in the bottom row show r � b diagrams.

Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations of A for Noachian

Terrains

Epoch t g b r

Npl1 0.44 ± 0.08 1.07 ± 0.27 0.69 ± 0.16 2.17 ± 0.4
Nplr 0.41 ± 0.06 1.01 ± 0.31 0.70 ± 0.17 2.20 ± 0.42
Npld 0.42 ± 0.08 0.96 ± 0.18 0.66 ± 0.18 2.38 ± 0.51
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extracted network ‘‘looks’’ like terrestrial river networks
and its network descriptor is A = (0.45, 0.85, 0.55, 2.65).
[26] In order to examine further a similarity between

terrestrial and Npld terrains we eliminated 8 networks from

the original 42 Npld networks. Eliminated networks incor-
porated large craters and their structure were dominated by
crater related features. The remaining 34 networks contain
no large craters and thus reflect more closely the underlying

Figure 3. The network descriptors, A, for Npl1 unit (left column), Nplr unit (middle column), and Npld
unit (right column) Noachian terrains. The panels in the top row show t � g diagrams that relate the two
planar characteristics of the networks. The dashed line represents the best linear fit to the data, and r is the
correlation coefficient. The panels in the bottom row show r � b diagrams.

Figure 4. An example of Martian drainage network extracted from the Npld geological unit in the
region of Locras Valles. On the left is a perspective view of terrain topography with exaggerated vertical
dimension. On the right an extracted drainage network of � = 5 is drawn on top of the terrain. The
coordinates of the outlet are (48.27E, 9.0N), the basin drains eastward.
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landscape morphology. The average value of the network
descriptor is hAi = (0.44 ± 0.07, 0.95 ± 0.13, 0.69 ± 0.15,
2.48 ± 0.45). For comparison, the average value for terres-
trial network descriptor is hAterri = (0.42 ± 0.02, 0.83 ± 0.08,
0.82 ± 0.16, 2.90 ± 0.36) [Stepinski et al., 2002]. Figure 5
shows the t � g and r � b diagrams for these networks.
Comparison between Figures 5 and 3 (right column) shows
that the Npld networks incorporating large craters were, to
some degree, outliers on t � g and r � b diagrams.
Removing these networks significantly increases the t �
g correlation to r = 0.73. The corresponding value of ‘‘Hack
index’’ is h = 0.73.
[27] The value of h is higher than hterr � 0.6 and the

values of t, g, and r have broader range than their terrestrial
counterparts, but the most notable difference between the
Martian Npld and terrestrial networks is the systematically
lower values of b for Martian networks. Thus, in compar-
ison to their terrestrial counterparts, Martian networks
dissipate relatively more energy in higher order streams
(downstream). Because a planar structure of Martian Npld
networks is similar to a planar structure of terrestrial net-
works (values of t and g are similar), the different distri-
bution of energy dissipation can be directly traced to a
different distribution of slopes. The mean of the local slope
jrzj of the links of a drainage network scales with the flow
rate as represented by the total contributing area a,

hjrzji / a�q ð1Þ

[28] For terrestrial river networks qterr � 0.5. Indices q and
b can be related [Dodds and Rothman, 2000]

q ¼ 1� t
b

ð2Þ

[29] Using htiNpld = 0.44 and hbiNpld = 0.69 we obtain
qNpld = 0.36. Thus, in Martian networks the average slope
decreases with the flow rate less than in terrestrial river
networks. For example, moving along a network from a
given link to a link downstream that carries 10 times as
much flow, the expected slope of the downstream link is
32% of the original in a typical terrestrial network, but 44%
in the Martian Npld network. This result indicates that

Martian channel networks are immature or underdeveloped
as compared to terrestrial river networks, they experienced
relatively less erosion in the lower parts of the network.
Similar conclusion has been reached by Aharonson et al.
[2002], who reported small values of q for Ma’adim and Al
Qahira Valles on Mars.

5.2. Hesperian Geological Units

[30] Networks extracted from Hesperian surfaces belong
to 5 different geological units. These units are: Hr (72
networks), Hvk (32), Had (15), Hpl3 (14), and Hh3 (12).
We compare network statistics for the first three units on
that list. The Hr is the ridged plains unit, moderately
cratered surface, marked by long, linear to sinuous ridges.
The Hvk is the knobby unit, characterized by abundant,
kilometer-size, knoblike hills which are probably small
volcanoes. The Had is the dissected unit, ridged plains
furrowed by sinuous channels and gullies. These units lack
extensive cratering and their morphologies are quite dis-
tinct. For the DNA method to be practical it should be
capable of distinguishing between these units.
[31] The average values and standard deviations of

Hesperian network descriptors are given in Table 3.
Figure 6 summarizes the categorizing potential of the
DNA method as applied to the selected three Hesperian
geological units. This figure attempts to represent a spread
of A for each unit. A unit is represented by an ellipsoid with
a center located at (hti, hgi, hbi) and lengths of its semi-
axes are equal to standard deviations of corresponding
quantities, (dt, dg, db). Darker shade of an ellipsoid surface
indicate larger value of r. Thus we expect that values of A
for a given unit are inside its ellipsoid. If ellipsoids for
two units are disjoined the DNA method can distinguish
between those units. Conjoined ellipsoids mean that unique
categorization may not be possible, although values of r
(coded by the shade of the ellipsoid surface) may provide
the additional information necessary for distinction.
[32] Figure 6 indicates that the DNA method differen-

tiates between Hr and Had geological units. Networks
extracted from these two units have their network descrip-
tors different enough for the two corresponding ellipsoids to
be disjoined. Statistical properties of networks extracted
from the Hvk unit show a large variation in values of
components of the network descriptor from one network
to another. This variability translates into a large ellipsoid
that intersects with ellipsoids for Hr and Had units. As a
result there are some values of (t, g, b) that can indicate
either the Hr or the Hvk terrain. Likewise some values of
(t, g, b) may indicate either the Had or the Hvk terrain.
However, the Hvk networks are characterized by high
values of r, so, overall, the DNA method is capable of
differentiating between these three Hesperian units.
[33] Because Hesperian surfaces are not heavily cratered,

values of t and g are highly correlated, rHr = 0.7, rHvk =

Figure 5. The network descriptors, A, for networks in the
Npld unit which do not pass through large craters. The left
panel shows the t � g diagram. The dashed line represents
the best linear fit to the data. The right panel shows the r �
b diagram.

Table 3. Means and Standard Deviations of A for Hesperian

Terrains

Epoch t g b r

Hr 0.43 ± 0.07 0.99 ± 0.23 0.73 ± 0.21 2.22 ± 0.36
Hvk 0.46 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.24 0.67 ± 0.28 2.8 ± 0.36
Had 0.39 ± 0.06 0.76 ± 0.13 0.51 ± 0.11 2.34 ± 0.29
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0.78, and rHad = 0.59. Because of this high correlation
‘‘Hack’s law’’ applies, and values of an index h are: hHr =
0.44, hHvk = 0.40, hHad = 0.82.

5.3. Amazonian Geological Units

[34] We have extracted 89 networks from Amazonian
geological units, There are 38 networks from terrains in
the Apk unit, 26 in the Aps unit, 14 in the Aoa unit, and 10
in the Ael unit. We compare network statistics for the first
three units on that list. The Apk is the knobby unit,
generally smooth plains with conical hills or knobs. The
Aps is the smooth, sparsely cratered unit. The Aoa unit
encompasses aureole deposits surrounding Olympus Mons.
Visually, the morphologies of Apk and Aps terrains are not
strikingly different, but the morphology of the Aoa terrains
is very distinct.
[35] The average values and standard deviations of Ama-

zonian network descriptors are given in Table 4. Figure 7
summarizes the categorizing potential of the DNAmethod as
applied to these Amazonian geological units. This is the same
type of figure as Figure 6. The ellipsoids for Apk and Aps
units intersect significantly. Although the Apk unit is char-
acterized by higher value of hri, there is a significant subset
of the parameter space for which the DNA method cannot
distinguish between the two terrains. The ellipsoid for the
Aoa unit is rather large due to large variation in the values of
b. Again, there is an intersection between Aoa ellipsoid and
the ellipsoids for the other two units, so distinction on the
basis of (t, g, b) alone is not always possible. However, the

high values of r for the Aoa networks provides additional
distinction. For Amazonian terrains values of t and g

are highly correlated, rApk = 0.6, rAps = 0.76, and rAoa =
0.94. The values of the Hack’s index are: hApk = 0.57, hAps =
0.38, hAoa = 0.52.
[36] Thus the DNA method can differentiate between the

Aoa and the either Apk or Aps terrains. The unit Aoa
(Olympus Mons aureole) stands out for several reasons. This
unit has the highest t� g correlation observed on Mars; thus
it is the unit that most closely observes a Hack’s law
relationship. Unit Aoa also has some of the highest observed
values of r on Mars. These attributes, taken out of geological
context, could suggest highly eroded, ‘‘terrestrial-like’’ sur-
face. However, unit Aoa is known to contain some of the
roughest terrain on the planet on both 100-m [Smith et al.,

Figure 6. Typical values of network descriptors for
Hesperian geological units, Hr, Hvk, and Had as represented
by ellipsoids in the (t, g, b) space. The center of an ellipsoid
representing a given unit is located at (hti, hgi, hbi), and
lengths of its semi-axes are equal to standard deviations of
corresponding quantities, (dt, dg, db). The larger value of
hri is indicated by darker surface of an ellipsoid.

Figure 7. Typical values of network descriptors for
Amazonian geological units, Apk, Aps, and Aoa as
represented by ellipsoids in the (t, g, b) space. The center
of an ellipsoid representing a given unit is located at (hti,
hgi, hbi), and lengths of its semi-axes are equal to standard
deviations of corresponding quantities, (dt, dg, db). The
larger value of hri is indicated by darker surface of an
ellipsoid.

Table 4. Means and Standard Deviations of A for Amazonian

Terrains

Epoch t g b r

Apk 0.47 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.17 0.67 ± 0.18 2.67 ± 0.36
Aps 0.45 ± 0.07 0.94 ± 0.23 0.76 ± 0.21 2.32 ± 0.39
Aoa 0.45 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.14 0.81 ± 0.37 2.94 ± 0.67
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2001] and regional scales [Aharonson et al., 2001], distinc-
tively non-terrestrial surface properties. Recall from section 2
that an observance of Hack’s law indicates landscape orga-
nization, and high values of r indicates landscape homoge-
neity. Often the landscape is organized and homogenous
because it is highly eroded. The unit Aoa is an example of a
rough landscape that, nevertheless, is homogeneous and
organized.

6. Dependence on Elevation and Geographical
Location

[37] The 74 Martian locations that we investigate in this
paper are located at very different elevations ranging from
�6500 m to +3300 m. By ‘‘location’’ we understand a
section of the Martian surface represented by a single DEM.
A characteristic surface area of our locations is relatively
large at about 105 km2. There are typically several drainage
networks extracted from a single location. Because we want
to investigate a potential large-scale dependence of land-
scape morphology (as encapsulated by network descriptors)
on elevation, all networks from a single location are
assigned the same value of elevation equal to an average
over a given location.
[38] In principle, the Martian climate, and thus erosional

process, could depend on elevation [Craddock and
Maxwell, 1993], and it is interesting to check for potential
correlations between an elevation and components of the
network descriptor. Figure 8 shows scatter plots relating
components of A to elevation for all 387 drainage net-
works. It is clear that these components appear to be

independent from the elevation, the full range of values
for each component can be found at any elevation. This
conclusion is formalized by calculating correlation coef-
ficients that are all close to zero. Constructing similar
scatter plots for a subset of networks restricted to a single
age epoch does not change the no-correlation conclusion.
[39] We have also investigated a potential dependence of

network descriptor on geographical region. Our topograph-
ical data come from 25 large-scale named geographical
regions. Typically we have several DEMs (locations)
extracted from any single region. Because Martian topog-
raphy can, in principle, be influenced by local factors, we
looked at dependence of values of components of A on
regions. Figure 9 shows plots relating components of A to
regions for all 387 drainage networks. The regions have
been numbered from 1 to 25 in decreasing order of number
of extracted networks. In addition, for each region we also
plot mean values and the standard deviation bounded ranges
of components of A. Although mean values of components
of A change from one region to another, the changes are
typically within bounds of a standard deviation.
[40] Finally, we have studied a dependence of components

of A on location’s latitude. No significant correlation was
found. Overall, we have concluded that the DNA method
shows no regional trends in Martian terrain morphology.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

[41] Our long term goal is to develop an algorithmic
method for morphological characterization and classifica-
tion of Martian landscapes on the basis of topographical

Figure 8. Scatter plots of elevation (in meters) versus components of network descriptor. All 387
networks are shown, values of the correlation coefficient are given in the upper left corner of each panel.

Figure 9. Plots of regions versus components of network descriptor. The regions have been numbered
from 1 to 25 in decreasing order of number of extracted networks. All 387 networks are shown. Gray
points indicate a region-averaged values and the gray vertical bars represent standard deviations.
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data. Presently, such a classification is based on a natural
language description. Automated characterization is meant
to complement rather than to replace descriptive schemes
such as Martian geological units. A computer procedure has
an advantage of producing results that are objective and
quantitative, but it may have difficulties recognizing some
geomorphologic features that are immediately apparent to
an expert. Thus we envision applying algorithmic classifier
for studies where a global comparison is called for, but
probably not for studies that focus on details of a particular
location.
[42] In this paper we have proposed and investigated a

particular algorithmic landscape characterization method
based on the idea that terrains of different morphologies
drain in different patterns. We emphasize that our method is
applied to arbitrarily chosen surfaces, and is not restricted to
surfaces that have been actually subject to fluvial erosion.
Thus our proposed method, the DNA method, uses charac-
terization and classification of drainage networks as a proxy
for characterization of landscapes. Drainage networks, read-
ily extracted from a landscape, are 3-dimensional structures
having fractal geometry. The overall character of a network
is encapsulated in the network descriptor, a short summary
of how various drainage properties are distributed over the
network. The bulk of our analysis was devoted to establish
whether Martian landscapes could be characterized in terms
of network descriptors.
[43] The mean value of a Martian network descriptor,

averaged over all 387 networks that we have extracted, is
hAiMars = (0.44 ± 0.07, 0.95 ± 0.22, 0.71 ± 0.23, 2.39 ± 0.45)
This could be compared to the mean value of a Martian
network descriptor, averaged over 20 networks, calculated
previously by Stepinski et al. [2002], hAiMars

prev = (0.44 ± 0.02,
0.87 ± 0.06, 0.68 ± 0.09, 2.99 ± 0.32). There is no more than
8% difference between individual components of the two
mean Martian network descriptors. However, the networks
extracted in the present study show larger variation in the
component values of the network descriptor as evident by
significantly larger values of standard deviations. This
is partially due to the fact that networks considered by
Stepinski et al. [2002] are all relatively extensive, with a
minimum value of � equal to 5. If we restrict our present
sample to networks with � � 5, the mean network descrip-
tors changes very little, but standard deviations of its
components decrease. However, they are still larger than
in the study of Stepinski et al. [2002]. We attribute this
remaining difference to the fact that most of the networks in
the previous study were extracted from terrains showing
visual evidence of channels, whereas networks in the
present study were extracted without any visual guidance.
[44] We have found that there is a significant scatter in

values of network descriptors even for networks extracted
from the same geological unit. This is not particularly
surprising because significant scatter is measured in values
of terrestrial network descriptors characterizing networks
incised by a single erosional process. The classification of
networks (and thus landscapes) on the basis of network
descriptors becomes difficult if the scatter in values of A
becomes comparable to the actual values of A. This is often
the case for Martian networks, and, consequently, in most
cases, a descriptor of a single network cannot uniquely
determine an epoch or/and geological unit of a terrain from

which it was extracted. Nevertheless the DNA method can
distinguish between different terrains, but in a statistical,
rather than an individual sense. Thus a distinction between
two landscapes of different morphology is provided not by
contrasting the two representative networks, but rather by
contrasting the statistics of two representative collections of
networks.
[45] The statistics of A can be used to measure the degree

of surface cratering and thus, indirectly, to determine the
surface’s age. In section 4 we have demonstrated that the
degree of correlation between values of t and g corresponds
to crater count. Interestingly, this is the correlation between
these two quantities, and not the actual distributions of their
values that provides the measure of cratering. We suggest
that the DNA method offer a potentially interesting alter-
native to crater count as an age determining technique. A
calibration between the correlation coefficient and the age
needs to be established which is beyond the scope of this
paper. Further work is needed to assess suitability of the
DNA method for surface’s age determination.
[46] The ability of the DNA method to recognize geo-

logical units depends on the degree of cratering. The
method is very sensitive to the presence of craters, and
for heavily cratered terrains the signature of features such
as, for example, presence or absence of ridges or channels,
is hidden by a stronger signature of craters presence.
However, for surfaces that are not heavily cratered, the
DNA method can statistically distinguish between different
Martian geological units. In sections 5.2 and 5.3 we have
demonstrated how networks from different geological units
have their network descriptors preferentially located at
different segments of the four-dimensional A-space. This
suggests two possible procedures for an algorithmic identi-
fication of a geological unit associated with a given terrain.
One possibility is to extract a single network from a terrain
in question and to compare its network descriptor to a set of
network descriptors expected for a particular geological
unit. One possible definition of an ‘‘expected set’’ is given
in section 5.2 in the form of ‘‘expectancy’’ ellipsoids shown
on Figures 6 and 7. Using such a procedure we can calculate
a likelihood that a terrain belongs to a specific geological
unit. The second possibility is to extract a collection of
networks from a given terrain and to construct an expec-
tancy ellipsoid. In this case an identification is achieved by
comparison of such an ellipsoid to templates constructed for
specific geological units.
[47] Our findings exposed several practical difficulties

with the concept of using characterization and classification
of drainage networks as the means for an automated
characterization and classification of landscapes. We have
found that although visually different landscapes have
indeed visually different drainage networks, it is sometimes
difficult to connect differences in networks’ visual appear-
ances with differences in values of their network descrip-
tors. Perhaps, this is because the network descriptor consist
of quantities that are ‘‘high level’’ features (indices of the
power law distributions) that relate to network’s appearance
in an indirect fashion. More work is needed to understand
better the relation between A and a visual appearance of a
network.
[48] Although the primary focus of this paper was to

investigate the possibility of algorithmic classification of
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Martian landscapes using the DNA method, our data can
also be used for a quantitative characterization of Martian
valley networks. Features reminiscent of terrestrial river
networks are visible on orbital images of some, mostly
Noachian Martian surfaces. The descriptive morphology of
these networks has been used [Pieri, 1980; Squyres and
Kasting, 1994] to argue for or against particular processes
responsible for the observed structures. Focusing on loca-
tions displaying prominent valley networks, Stepinski et al.
[2002] extracted 20 drainage networks from MOLA topog-
raphy. Extracted networks follow closely the visual net-
work-like features, reinforcing the notion that what is
observed is actually a drainage network. The database
created for the present work contains 42 networks extracted
from surfaces classified as Npld, a Noachian terrain highly
dissected by channels presumably produced by rain-water
runoff or groundwater sapping [Craddock and Maxwell,
1993]. Unlike in the study by Stepinski et al. [2002], the
Npld terrains have not been chosen for presence of prom-
inent, highly integrated valley networks, and the drainage
networks have not been extracted to specifically follow any
visible feature. Interestingly, a comparison of network
descriptors of drainage networks extracted by Stepinski et
al. [2002] (selected to follow prominent, highly integrated
fluvial features) and network descriptors of drainage net-
works extracted from the Npld terrains (selected randomly)
show a remarkable similarity.
[49] Figure 10 shows the t � g and r � b diagrams for

these two samples of networks. The Npld sample is restricted
to 34 networks which are not dominated by craters (see
section 5.1). In addition, data for 19 terrestrial river networks
are also plotted on Figure 10. The t� g diagram reveals that
in both samples t and g are correlated to approximately the
same degree, r� 0.7 for the Npld sample and r� 0.6 for the
Stepinski et al. [2002] sample. Moreover, the best linear fit to
the (t, g) data yields the slope of 1.37 for the Npld sample
and 1.5 for the Stepinski et al. [2002] sample. The only clear
difference between the two samples is the range of values. In
particular, there are 8 Npld networks with t > 0.5, these turn
out to be relatively smaller networks. There are also 2 Npld
networks with t < 0.35, these turn out to incorporate a
sizable crater into their structure (even so the networks in the
sample were selected not to be dominated by craters).

Overall, The planar character of the samples (degree of
correlation and the slope of linear relation) is remarkably
similar. The sample of terrestrial river networks has a similar
degree of correlation (r = 0.61), but a different slope of the
best linear fit to the (t, g) data (2.31). The r � b diagram
again shows that both samples occupy approximately the
same region of the (r, b) space, although the some networks
in the Npld sample have higher values of b, again, these are
relatively smaller networks. Overall, we conclude that the
DNA description of the Npld terrains is statistically identical
to the DNA description of terrains with prominent valley
networks. This indicates that the morphology of the Npld
terrain is, on the fundamental level, identical to the mor-
phology of the terrain with prominent valley networks, even
if no clearly defined networks are visible. This suggests that
the Npld terrain that do not show prominent and integrated
fluvial features, nevertheless experienced the same erosional
process as the terrain displaying prominent channel net-
works. The lack of integrated networks may be due to
subsequent roughening processes affecting different sites
to a different degree.
[50] Interestingly, the statistics of A for all Npld terrains

differs in two features from the statistics of A for terrestrial
terrains. First, the slope of the best-fit linear relation
between t and g is smaller for the Npld terrains than it
is for the terrestrial terrains. In other words, the Npld
drainage networks obey Hack’s law, but the value of an
index h is larger for Martian networks. This result needs
further corroboration by calculating the value of h using
more robust technique, such as analysis of the scaling of
the moments of stream lengths distribution [Rigon et al.,
1996]. Second, the values of b are smaller for Martian
networks. This result has been discussed in section 5.1 and
attributed to erosional immaturity of Martian terrain. One
plausible explanation is that the Martian terrain experi-
enced only a limited amount of rainfall, enough to incise
channels, but not enough to imprint a terrestrial-like slope
distribution.
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